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Abstract: A modified control algorithm of a variable speed wind generator (VSWG) for supporting power system

frequency stabilization is presented in this paper. A comparison of the performance of this algorithm with active

power control algorithms of VSWGs for supporting power system frequency stabilization, as published in the scientific

literature, is also presented. A systematic method of analysis of the modified control algorithm is described in detail.

It has been shown that by using the modified control algorithm, the VSWG “truly” emulates the inertial response of a

conventional steam-generating unit with synchronous generators during the initial/inertial phase of primary frequency

control, following loss of active power generation when wind speed is between cut-in (i.e. 4 m/s) and rated speed

(i.e. 12 m/s). By the inclusion of a signal proportional to the frequency deviation as a power reference to the torque

controller feedback loop of the modified control algorithm, it is ensured that the contribution of the VSWG to frequency

stabilization is independent of the initial wind speed. This independence is kept as long as the wind speed is above the

cut-in wind speed and slightly below the rated wind speed (i.e. 12 m/s). One of the important features of the modified

control algorithm, namely a near-proportional relationship between the initial wind turbine speed and the maximum

wind turbine speed variation during the inertial response, has been identified. The results of the analysis provide a solid

basis for further research in the area of VSWG contribution to frequency stabilization.

Key words: Emulation of inertial response, primary frequency control, frequency stabilization, variable speed wind

generator, inertial control algorithms

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing penetration levels of variable speed wind generator (VSWG) technology in electrical

power generation portfolios, there is a need for these nonsynchronous generators to contribute to grid frequency

regulation. Since VSWGs are connected to the network via AC/DC/AC converters, there is no direct coupling

between grid frequency deviation and VSWG active power generation. The operation of a VSWG at maximum

power point tracing (MPPT) limits its frequency control capability as well. A control algorithm for the VSWG,

which will ensure its participation in grid frequency regulation, should ensure extraction of additional electric

power from the VSWG during a frequency disturbance.

The steady state of an electric power system (EPS) is characterized by a balance between active power

generation and consumption. Following a sudden active power disturbance in an EPS, such as loss of a generating
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unit or a sudden increase in active power load, the rest of the EPS cannot respond instantaneously by increasing

the necessary turbine mechanical power to reestablish the power balance. This is due to nonzero time constants

of governor and turbine dynamics. As a result, the grid frequency starts to decrease. Immediately after the

occurrence of an active power deficit, power balance is first established from electromagnetic energy accumulated

in the synchronous machines. Then the provided EPS transient stability is maintained, and in the so-called

inertial phase of rotating machine frequency response, generator kinetic energy is converted to active power

and delivered to the rest of the system to maintain active power balance. This process results in generator

rotational speed and frequency decline. The inertial phase lasts no more than several seconds. In the inertial

phase, due to the action of the speed regulator (droop control), the prime mover also starts delivering additional

mechanical power to the generator. The provided frequency stability is maintained, and the inertial response

and droop control action combined result in recovery of frequency/machine rotation speed and kinetic energy.

Finally, after typically 30 s, the frequency of the system stabilizes at the new steady-state value. The permitted

interval of the grid frequency variation is quite short, so the system of turbine mechanical power regulation

must be fast enough to prevent frequency deviation below the minimum allowed level.

The most frequently used types of modern large power wind generators are VSWGs, such as double

fed induction generators (DFIGs) and fully rated converter wind turbines (FRCWTs) [1–4]. Since DFIGs and

FRCWTs use fast electronic converters (AC/DC/AC) and operate at MPPT, there is no (or very little) direct

coupling between grid frequency deviation and their active power generation. Operation at MPPT results in

VSWGs having no “spinning reserve” that could be used to support frequency regulation after disturbance. It

is, therefore, necessary to modify VSWG active power control algorithms to support grid frequency regulation.

DFIG and FRCWT frequency regulation capabilities have been a focus of interest in the scientific community in

recent years [5–14]. As a result, a number of papers have been published dealing with different control algorithms

for use with VSWGs, designed to provide a contribution to primary frequency control [2,4,15]. These control

algorithms can be classified into inertial control, droop control, deloading control, or combinations of these

[5–7,9,12,14]. All the above-mentioned approaches pertain to individual VSWG control. Control algorithms for

control coordination at the wind farm level or the EPS as a whole, such as in [10,13], are also proposed.

The inertial control approach enables transformation of a fraction of VSWG kinetic energy into electrical

power, which is “instantaneously” delivered to the EPS by the (fast) electronic power converter. The time

constant of the electronic converter is of the order of milliseconds. The transformation of kinetic energy to

electric power causes a VSWG speed decrease, which must be limited in order to prevent the turbine speed

from reaching its minimum permitted level. In addition, since VSWGs normally operate at MPPT, wind

generator speed should be recovered to this optimum value after the frequency stabilization. Since VSWGs

normally operate without spinning reserve, speed recovery is performed by the VSWG delivering less active

electric power than optimum (maximum available). This ensures that the speed of a VSWG recovers to its

optimum value (for the constant wind speed case, to the value before the frequency transient).

The main challenge in VSWG inertial (and droop) control is that of “shaping” the response of the

active power delivered to the rest of the EPS as well as the speed response of the VSWG after the frequency

disturbance. A number of different inertial and droop controllers or their combinations have been proposed, as

presented in [5–7,9,12–14]. The main idea, presented in these approaches, is to add a new control signal Cad to

the existing torque control loop, before or after the torque controller, which will force the VSWG to emulate the

inertial response or the inertial response plus droop control of the conventional generators. Then this combined

signal appears as the reference torque input Cref to the electronic converter, such as in [6], or as the reference
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active power input Pref , as in [9]. These approaches are illustrated in Figure 1. The symbols used in this figure

have the following meaning: Pe represents measured active power of wind unit, ω represents grid frequency,

∆ω represents grid frequency deviation, ωt is VSWG speed, ∆ωt is VSWG speed deviation, Cset is the control

signal from the PI controller, and Cad is an additional control signal for inertia and droop emulation. In the

referred research for inertia emulation, the so-called washout filter is used for inertial signal zeroing at network

frequency steady state as well as for grid frequency (or frequency deviation) signal filtering. A washout filter,

in fact, performs filtered derivation of the grid frequency (or frequency deviation) signal. In some papers, an

additional compensator block is used to create phase compensation of the signal leaving the washout filter [5].

If the signal Cad is added after the torque PI controller, then the torque control loop considers this signal as

the disturbance signal. In this case, it is not necessary to derivate the grid frequency signal, since the integral

part of the torque controller makes this signal of no effect at steady state, even if the steady state value of ∆ω

is different from zero. The droop part of the additional signal Cad in Figure 1 is used to emulate the droop

behavior of a conventional regulator in primary frequency control. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the

active power and pitch angle controllers for a DFIG, as presented in [14]. An almost identical schematic diagram

can be applied to FRCWTs. With reference to Figure 2, in order to emulate primary frequency regulation,

the torque signal ∆Tset , proportional to deviation of grid frequency ∆ω , is combined with the signal from

the torque controller, in which way the modification of the torque set point Tset is performed. An important

conclusion in [14] is that the inertial support from the DFIG is dependent on the kinetic energy stored in the

turbine blades, and, consequently, frequency support is dependent on the captured mechanical power of the

wind turbine. In addition, in [14] it is stated that the inertial response of DFIG is dependent on the initial

operating conditions; accordingly, it is dependent on the initial rotational speed of the DFIG. In this paper, it is

shown that by using a modified control algorithm with a different point of insertion of the additional signal Cad

that is proportional to network frequency deviation, as shown in Figure 3, it is possible to achieve a result where

the inertial support is independent of the initial operating conditions, as long as the wind speed is between the

cut-in wind speed (4 m/s) and the rated wind speed (12 m/s).
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Figure 1. Control loops for wind unit active power control.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram showing active power and pitch angle controllers of DFIG (adopted from [14]).

2. Analysis of VSWG control system with an added inertial support controller

In Figure 3, a detailed block diagram of the modified control algorithm of the active power-torque and pitch

angle control of VSWG is presented. The main parts of the modified control algorithm are adopted from

[3,8,16–19]. Based on the recommendations of [19], a VSWG wind farm could be represented by the equivalent

one-mass wind turbine model. Hence, the modified control algorithm can be used for simulation of the frequency

response of a wind farm. In Figure 3, point A is the point of insertion of the inertial support signal. It can be

seen that the inertial support signal is added after the block of multiplication of the reference torque signal with

the actual turbine speed ωt . This point of insertion of the inertial support signal is used in [20], but without

considering the impact of the selection of the point of insertion on the independence of VSWG inertial support

from the initial wind speed. Moreover, in [20], a different support algorithm for frequency stabilization from the

support algorithm used in this paper is proposed. In Figure 3, the symbol G represents the transfer function

of the inertial support controller, which in this paper is the transfer function of the proportional controller. For

simplicity of analysis, it is assumed that the turbine speed equals the generator speed ωe .

The analysis of VSWG control for supporting grid frequency depends on the regions of wind speed in

which the VSWG operates. The normal VSWG control strategy, which is also used in this paper, is described as

follows. For a wind speed below cut-in speed of 4 m/s, the VSWG is turned off; for a wind speed between cut-in

speed and rated speed of 12 m/s at the stationary state, i.e. when wind speed is constant, the VSWG operates

at MPPT with minimum pitch angle of β = 0◦ . In this way it is ensured that the extracted mechanical power

is maximal. Since extracted mechanical power, and consequently power injected to the system, is a function

of the third power of wind speed, it follows that only at a wind speed that is close to the rated speed (for

example, speed over 11.5 m/s) does the injected power, due to the inertial support, approach Prated . For

a wind speed that is slightly below the rated wind speed (for example, below 11.5 m/s) during the VSWG

inertial support phase, the injected power usually does not reach Prated . For wind speed above the cut-out

wind speed the turbine stalls. In the region between cut-in and rated wind speed, the control strategy is to
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the modified control system of VSWG.

extract the maximum available mechanical power from the wind. This can be achieved when the pitch angle

is at zero and when the turbine speed is at the optimal level. In this region, only the pitch controller and the

torque controller can produce positive outputs, since electrical power is mostly below rated power and the pitch

controller output, due to anti-wind-up at the lower limit, is kept at the lower limit. Therefore, the sum signal

from the pitch controller and pitch compensator, which is the input signal into the pitch servo block, is zero or

negative. Due to the lower zero-level saturation of the pitch servo block, the pitch angle is kept at 0◦ . In the

region of wind speed between the rated wind speed and the cut-off speed, the PI type pitch controller, PI type

pitch compensator, and PI type torque controller ensure that electrical power and turbine speed are kept at the

rated level. Integral (I) parts of these controllers ensure that pitch angle and turbine speed, at the stationary

state, are kept at the desired level, while the proportional (P) parts of these controllers ensure better transient

behavior of the wind turbine control system.

The parameters of the controller structure shown in Figure 3 are given in Table 1. The parameters of the

controller are identical to those recommended in [19], except that the Kitrq parameter of the torque controller

is slightly changed according to the considerations given in this section. It should be mentioned that in the

simulation it is allowed that for short periods of time the converter can deliver power Pmax , which is 10% above

Prated .

In the following part of the paper, an analysis of the most common situation, when wind speed is between

cut-in and rated values, is presented. This analysis covers the situation of loss of a generating unit or a sudden

increase of system load.
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Table 1. Parameters of VSWG control system (see Figure 3).

Kpp Kip Kpc Kic Tp (s) βmax (deg) Tsp (s) Tpc (s)
150 25 3 30 0.3 27 60 0.05
Kptrq Kitrq V (pu) Tcon (s) H(s) Prated (pu) Imax (pu) G
3 0.27 1 0.02 4.18 1 1.1 21.7

The block diagram in Figure 3 is nonlinear, which complicates its analysis and synthesis. A method for

linearization of the block diagram, shown in Figure 3, is presented below.

A typical value of time constant Tcon is 0.02 s [19]. A typical value of time constant Tpc is 0.05 s. In

comparison to the time duration of the frequency transient process, these time constants can be neglected. In

order to obtain a linear model, limiters are neglected as well. This is a reasonable assumption, since for a wind

speed from 4 m/s to almost 12 m/s these limits should not be activated. A typical value of time constant

Tsp is 60 s (such as in [19]). Accordingly, during the frequency transient process the reference rotational

speed ωref shows very small changes. Therefore, in the linear case, ωref can be regarded as constant during

the entire frequency transient process. Since the VSWG operates at MPPT in a predisturbance steady state,

VSWG speed is optimal. In the vicinity of the optimal VSWG speed, the diagram’s tip speed ratio (λ) vs.

captured mechanical power (Pm) is somewhat flat in comparison to other regions of this diagram. Since the

frequency transient process is relatively short, it is expected that the wind speed will not change considerably.

Consequently, and taking into account that the pitch angle equals zero, the captured mechanical power of a

VSWG can be regarded as constant during the frequency transient process. If a large variation in VSWG

speed is not expected, then, for analysis and synthesis purposes, the VSWG speed signal (ωt) entering the

block of multiplication and division can be regarded as constant; that is, ωt = ωref0 = const. , where ωref0

represents the optimal VSWG rotational speed before the frequency disturbance. If the variations of signals

around equilibrium points are considered, then the linear model of the system, presented in Figure 4, could

be developed. The block diagram from Figure 4 also includes an additional control signal used for frequency

stabilization contribution. A new control signal is added after the multiplication of the signal, leaving the torque

controller by the actual wind speed. Figure 4 shows that the electrical power injected by the VSWG into the

EPS after the frequency disturbance is given by:
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−

+
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+−

Δωref = 0 

0refω

ΔPe 0
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refωΔPa
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Figure 4. Linear control structure of the modified VSWG control algorithm with added inertial frequency support.

∆Pe = −∆Pa. (1)

The transfer function from ∆ω to ∆Pe is given as:

∆Pe

∆ω
= −G

∆
, (2)
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where ∆ = (1 – loop gain) represents the characteristic function of the system, which is given by:

∆ = 1 +

(
Kptrq +

Kitrq

s

)
ωref0

1

ωref0

1

2Hs
=

2Hs2 +Kptrqs+Kitrq

2Hs2
. (3)

Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) gives:

∆Pe

∆ω
= −∆Pa

∆ω
= −G

∆
= − s2G

s2 +
Kptrq

2H s+
Kitrq

2H

. (4)

From Eq. (4) it could be concluded that the VSWG electrical power injected into the EPS during a grid

frequency transient process does not depend on initial turbine speed. Consequently, it does not depend on

initial wind speed value, i.e. initial mechanical power. This is true regardless of G being a proportional control

law or a more sophisticated control law. Due to the presented assumptions, this is a simplification of the real

situation. However, as will be shown with the simulation in Section 3, the former conclusion is valid even in a

realistic situation.

The poles of the transfer function of Eq. (4) are:

∆1/2 = −Kptrq

4H
± 1

2

√(
Kptrq

2H

)2

− 2Kitrq

H
. (5)

If a requirement of the VSWG torque control system, shown in Figure 4, is that the fastest response without

overshoot to a step of ∆ωref be achieved, then parameters Kptrq and Kitrq of the torque controller should be

chosen so that the poles of Eq. (5) are real, negative, and equal (the transfer function of Eq. (4) must have a

double negative pole). The pole of the transfer function of Eq. (4) is a double pole and is equal to:

∆1/2 = −Kptrq

4H
, (6)

if the following equation is valid:

Kitrq =
H

2
·
(
Kptrq

2H

)2

=
K2

ptrq

8H
. (7)

Due to the integral part of the torque controller, the VSWG speed is equal to the reference speed at steady

state. From Eq. (4) it follows that:

∆Pe = − s2G

s2 +
Kptrq

2H s+
Kitrq

2H

∆ω = − s2G(
s+

Kptrq

4H

)2∆ω. (8)

In addition, from Figure 4:

∆ωt =
1

2Hωref0
· sG

s2 +
Kptrq

2H s+
Kitrq

2H

∆ω . (9)

From Eq. (9) it follows that there is an inverse proportionality between the VSWG speed deviation ∆ωt and

the initial turbine speed ωref0. This fact will again be addressed in Section 3. From Eq. (8) it follows that

∆Pe diminishes in the steady state due to the existence of term s2 in the numerator of the transfer function.
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In addition, ∆ωt also reaches zero as time passes, if there is no pole of Gat the origin of the splane (that is,

if there is no s in the denominator of G). This is due to the existence of s in the numerator of the expression

at the right hand side of Eq. (9). This way it is ensured that the speed and electrical power of the VSWG at

steady state are restored to the values from before the frequency disturbance. From the above considerations

we can also conclude that, in order to achieve the specified goals, the existence of the term s(ideal derivation)

in the numerator of G is unnecessary. This is qualitatively a new observation in comparison to most published

papers, since they presented the transfer function of the controller, including the s in the numerator, such as

in [6,7,9,11,13]. In [14] it was noted that being an improper transfer function, the derivate function can only

be approximated. Furthermore, the derivate block amplifies noise signals. In [14], proportional control is used

for the inertial support controller. The same type of controller has been used in the analysis presented in this

paper, but with a different point of insertion of the inertial support signal, as has already been mentioned.

3. Simulation results

The nine-bus system presented in [21], with an added bus (no. 10) to which a VSWG is connected, as shown

in Figure 5, is used as a simulation example in the analysis. The VSWG farm consists of 40 units, each with a

rated power of 2.5 MW. The transmission line between bus 7 and bus 10 is exactly the same as the transmission

line between buses 7 and 8. In the analysis, it is assumed that during simulations the VSWG produces only

active power. Since system load is assumed to be constant, the initial generation of active power from steam

generator G2 is reduced by the amount of the VSWG active power generationPV SWG0 , which depends on

initial wind speed. The network data and initial steady state data necessary for power flow calculations are

presented in Figure 5. Generator data and turbine data, adopted from [21], are given in Table 2. MATLAB

Function Block: Hydraulic Turbine and Governor Data are given in Table 3. Table 4 shows MATLAB Function

Block: Steam Turbine Data and Governor Data.
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Figure 5. Modified nine-bus system adopted from [21] with included VSWG on bus 10.
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Table 2. Generator and turbine data adopted from [21] (see Figure 5).

Generator 1 2 3
Rated MVA 247.5 192.0 128.0
Type Hydro Steam Steam
xd 0.1460 0.8958 1.3125
x′
d 0.0608 0.1198 0.1813

H 23.64 6.40 3.01
D(damping) 2 2 2
Note: reactance values in pu on a 100-MVA base.

Table 3. MATLAB Function Block: Hydraulic Turbine and Governor Data.

Servo motor [Ka,Ta] [10/3 0.07]
Gate opening limits [gmin, gmax, vgmin, vgmax] [0.01 0.97518 –0.1 0.1]
Permanent drop and regulator [Rp, Kp,Ki, Kd,Td] [0.05 1.163 0.105 0 0.01]
Hydraulic turbine [beta Tw] [0 2.67]
Droop reference (0 = power error, 1 = gate opening) 0

Table 4. MATLAB Function Block: Steam Turbine and Governor Data.

Generator type Tandem-compound (single mass)
Regulator gain, perm. droop, dead zone [Kp, Rp,Dz] [1 0.05 0]
Speed relay and servo motor time constants [Tsr, Tsm] [ 0.001 0.15]
Gate opening limits [vgmin, vgmin, gmin, gmax] [–0.2 0.2 0 6]
Nominal speed of synchronous machine (rpm) 3600
Steam turbine time constants [T2, T3, T4, T5] [0 0.2 5 0.3]
Turbine torque fractions [F2, F3, F4, F5] [0 0.3 0.3 0.4]

The simulation is performed using MATLAB and Simulink. The VSWG in the network simulation is

presented as PQ source. Other generators are presented as constant voltage sources. Many EPS are represented

as PQ nodes, where effects of load changes due to frequency variations are modeled with the load-damping

constant (D) of each generator, excluding the VSWG. Initial load flow calculation is performed using the

Newton–Raphson iterative scheme. Dynamic models of all generators, including the VSWG, are realized in

Simulink, whereas the power grid is modeled as a MATLAB function. The Runge–Kutta method (ode4) is used

as solver type in Simulink. Inputs in the MATLAB function are voltage angles of synchronous generators and

active power P of VSWG (Q= 0). Outputs from the MATLAB function file are active and reactive powers of

synchronous generators and voltage phasors of the PQ nodes. In each simulation step, grid response calculations

are performed using Newton–Raphson iterative scheme.

After 0.1 s from starting the simulation, active power disturbances (load increase) of different amounts

with a maximum value of 50 MW (0.5 pu) are injected into bus 8. The simulation is also performed for varying

wind speeds, from 4 m/s to almost 12 m/s. For these wind speeds, the pitch compensator keeps the pitch angle

at 0◦ , ensuring that the extracted mechanical power is maximal. Based on the simulation results, it was found

that in the analyzed system from Figure 5, for a disturbance of 50 MW at bus 8, the pitch compensator starts

to increase pitch angle when initial wind speed is (approximately) more than 11.5 m/s. In Figure 6, frequency

response at bus 7, after an active power disturbance of 30 MW, is shown. The response is shown for 3 different

cases: with inertial support control as presented in Figure 3 (modified control algorithm), with inertial support
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control as presented in Figure 2, and without inertial support control. The gain of the inertial controller in

both cases of inertial support control is adjusted so that the inertial contributions at a wind speed of 11.5 m/s

are almost identical. This is the reason why frequency deviations are identical in both cases. From Figure 6 it

can be seen that by using inertial support frequency control, both the nadir and the rate of change of frequency

are considerably decreased. In Figure 7, the presented injected active powers also show good agreement in both

cases of inertial support. Injected active powers in both cases are almost identical; thus, they appear almost as

a single line in Figure 7. The maximum injected active power for frequency support is approximately 6.5 MW.

From Figure 8 it can be seen that the VSWG speed decrease is less than 2%. From Figures 6 and 8 it can be

seen that although the injected electrical power of the VSWG is quite oscillatory, the rotational speed of the

VSWG does not show oscillatory behavior. This is an important fact, which shows that inertial support does

not cause significant stress on the VSWG mechanical subsystems. This is quite a different property from that

of classical steam turbines, where steam turbine speed oscillates in line with oscillations of injected electrical

power. However, oscillations in injected electrical power cause structural stress on wind turbines. This fact

should be taken into account when designing an inertial control algorithm. Figure 9 presents the frequency

response for 3 different wind speeds of 5 m/s, 8 m/s, and 11.5 m/s, with a disturbance of 30 MW. It can be

seen that the contribution of the modified control algorithm to frequency stabilization, presented in Figure 3,

is not dependent on the initial wind speed. This can also be concluded from Figure 10, where injected power

using the same control algorithm is almost independent of initial wind speed. It is qualitatively a new result

in comparison to the control algorithm proposed in Figure 2, where inertial support decreases when the initial

wind speed decreases. Therefore, using the modified control algorithm means that a VSWG behaves similarly

to conventional steam plants with synchronous generators, when the wind speed is between 4 m/s and 12 m/s.

Namely, as with classical steam generators, inertial support does not depend on initial mechanical power. In

Figure 11, the VSWG speed response during inertial support for 3 different wind speeds is presented. It can be

seen that for the chosen disturbance, the VSWG speed does not decrease much, even with a low initial wind

speed of 5 m/s.
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Figure 6. Frequency deviation after an active power

disturbance of 30 MW (wind speed 11.5 m/s): with inertial

supports as in Figures 3 and 2 (solid line); without inertial

support (dashed line).

Figure 7. Injected power after an active power distur-

bance of 30 MW (wind speed 11.5 m/s): with inertial sup-

port as in Figure 3 (solid line a.) and Figure 2 (dash dotted

line b.).
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Figure 8. VSWG speed after an active power disturbance

of 30 MW (wind speed 11.5 m/s): with inertial support as

in Figure 3 (solid line) and Figure 2 (dash dotted line).

Figure 9. Frequency deviation after an active power

disturbance of 30 MW: with inertial support as in Figure

3 (solid line for wind speed: a. 11.5 m/s, b. 8 m/s, and c.

3.5 m/s), and with inertial support as in Figure 2 (dash

dotted line for wind speed: d. 11.5 m/s, e. 8 m/s, and f.

5 m/s).
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Figure 10. Injected power after an active power distur-

bance of 30 MW: with inertial support as in Figure 3 (solid

line for wind speed: a. 11.5 m/s, b. 8 m/s, and c. 3.5 m/s),

and with inertial support as in Figure 2 (dash dotted line

for wind speed: d. 11.5 m/s, e. 8 m/s, and f. 5 m/s).

Figure 11. The VSWG speed after an active power dis-

turbance of 30 MW: with inertial support as in Figure 3

(solid line for wind speed: a. 11.5 m/s, b. 8 m/s, and

c. 5 m/s), and with inertial support as in Figure 2 (dash

dotted line for wind speed: d. 11.5 m/s, e. 8 m/s, and f.

5 m/s).

Another important question that should be answered is “What is the maximum expected VSWG speed

deviation due to the inertial support?” A contribution to the analysis of this issue is presented below. There

is a linear relationship between the optimal turbine speed and wind speed when wind speed is between cut-in

and rated speed. Hence:
vw1

vw2
=

ωt1

ωt2
= k (10)

where k is the constant of proportionality. From Eq. (10), and taking into account that when the modified

control algorithm is implemented, the VSWG-injected power during a disturbance is independent of the initial

wind speed, it follows that for 2 different wind speeds and for the same disturbance, the following relation is
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valid:
1

2
Jω2

t1 −
1

2
J (ωt1 −∆ωt1)

2
=

1

2
Jω2

t2 −
1

2
J (ωt2 −∆ωt2)

2
, (11)

where ∆ωt1 and ∆ωt2 are maximum turbine speed deviations after disturbance with 2 wind speeds, vw1 and

vw2 . J is the moment of inertia of VSWG. From Eq. (11) it follows that:

ωt1∆ωt1 −
1

2
∆ω2

t1 = ωt2∆ωt2 −
1

2
∆ω2

t2. (12)

If a large deviation of turbine speed is not expected (which has been shown by simulations) the squared terms

on the left and right hand side of Eq. (12) can be neglected, and then:

ωt1∆ωt1 ≈ ωt2∆ωt2 (13)

or
∆ωt1

∆ωt2
≈ ωt2

ωt1
=

1

k
. (14)

It can be concluded that, by using the modified control algorithm, the maximum turbine speed deviation is

inversely proportional to the initial wind speed or the initial turbine speed when wind speed is between cut-in

and rated wind speed. Table 5 shows the maximum deviations of turbine speed for 3 different wind speeds,

based on simulation results that are presented in Figure 11. By using simple calculation it is possible to verify

the accuracy of Eq. (14).

Table 5. Turbine speed deviation during inertial response for different wind speeds.

Wind speed Turbine speed Maximal turbine speed Relative turbine speed
(m/s) (pu) deviation (pu) deviation (%)
5 0.41665 0.04828 11.58853
8 0.66665 0.02740 4.11006
11.5 0.95833 0.01795 1.87283

4. Conclusion

Due to increased ratios of VSWG penetration in electrical energy generation portfolios, the frequency dynamic

response of EPS is worsening. In order to reverse this trend, VSWGs should “replace” conventional generating

units of EPS, yet not only in stationary state; VSWGs must also contribute to frequency stabilization. Using the

modified control algorithm, it is ensured that, in the first seconds after an active power disturbance, the VSWGs

“behave” in a similar manner to conventional steam-generating units. Using the modified control algorithm,

the VSWG-injected electrical power is independent of the initial steady state (initial wind speed) after a power

disturbance, which is characteristic of conventional steam units with synchronous generators. This ensures that

the electric power system maintains similar frequency dynamic characteristics regardless of the penetration

ratio of the VSWG. From the performed simulations and the results of the analysis, it is shown that turbine

speed deviations are not too large for different unbalances, and that the oscillation of the system frequency is

not translated into an oscillation of wind turbine speed. Promising areas for future work are the development

of more sophisticated control algorithms (including signal processing of the network frequency signal) and the

extension of the control strategy to the region of wind speed from 12 m/s to 25 m/s. The nonlinear analysis of

the VSWG control system also presents an interesting area for further research.
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